
Markets are overwhelmingly expecting a 75 basis point rate increase from the
European Central Bank when they meet this Thursday, which would bring the
central bank's deposit rate to 1.50%, main refinancing rate to 2.00%, and lending
rate to 2.25%. This follows on from the ECB's 50bp move in July and 75bp in
September. The bank is acting to bring inflation back down towards the 2% area -
the most recent data states that Eurozone inflation is sitting at 9.9%.
We expect an additional 50bp rate hike on December 15th when the ECB meets,
which of course would bring the deposit rate to 2.00% and towards the upper end
of most estimates of a neutral policy rate configuration for the Euro area. We think
policymakers may communicate that a neutral policy setting might not be
appropriate in all conditions, and will look to prepare the market for further hikes
next year (probably 25bp moves). This would bring us from policy normalisation
into policy tightening territory.
Markets on Thursday will react to any changes to the ECB's meeting-by-meeting
data-dependent approach and any references to the 'terminal' or neutral rates.
Any change in stance on quantitative tightening (which Lagarde has previously
mentioned will not come until rates are at their neutral levels) would also cause a
market reaction.
We doubt there will be much support for the Euro after this week's meeting - the
ECB has consistently surprised on the hawkish side in the past few meetings, with
the positive impact on the common currency having been very little to none.
EUR/USD has mostly weakened in the hours following each of the last five ECB
announcements.
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Market Moves

Equities: Eurozone indices are flat to slightly higher at the time of
writing on Tuesday morning, after a broadly positive session
yesterday. This was despite disappointing Services and Manufacturing
PMI results from the region for the month of October, which showed
contraction again for both sectors. 
The UK and US similarly contracted, but clearly the appointment of
Rishi Sunak as the UK's new PM brought some stability to markets on
Monday. 
Focus of course remains on earnings at present, mostly positive Q3
results so far on both sides of the Atlantic have helped to offset
worries about fast rising rates and slowing economies.
VIX is at $29.80 this morning.
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Energy: Focus has been on European natural gas once again, with prices
falling below €100/MWh (down 73% from August highs) for the first time
since Russia slashed supplies over the summer. 
Warmer than expected weather and almost-full gas storage on the
continent have eased concerns over winter shortages. EU energy ministers
are due to meet in Luxembourg today and will discuss the emergency
actions proposed by the Commission last week.

Looking ahead: The Q3 earnings season gets into full flow this week as we
see some large US tech names announcing, among many other industries.
Following figures this morning from HSBC, Logitech, and UBS, we are due to
hear later in the day from Vinci, Microsoft, Alphabet (Google), General
Motors, Haliburton, Coca-Cola, Biogen, Invesco, Spotify, Visa, and many
more.
US Consumer Confidence will come due this afternoon, in what is otherwise
set to be a relatively quiet day for macro data. The Bank of Canada are now
expected to hike rates by 75bp to 4.00% tomorrow, and the ECB by the
same the next day.

Fixed income: Yields in the UK shifted lower by roughly 30bp along
the curve, as Rishi Sunak won the Conservative party's leadership
race. This has equated to some of the biggest daily gains ever seen on
UK bond markets - the 2yr bond gained by its most since 1993 and is
now yielding 3.39% while the 10yr sits at 3.73%.

European Banks
Two of Europe's largest banks UBS and HSBC have this morning released their
latest figures - with the former exceeding expectations and the latter disappointing
markets. UBS' shares are over 4.8% stronger at the time of writing to 15.85 Swiss
francs, after net profits fell by 24% to $1.73 billion (ahead of analysts' $1.53b
forecasts). Wealth management fee income fell due to the market pullback YTD
and client uncertainty reduced trading revenues, however rising interest rates have
benefited the bank.
HSBC on the other hand is seeing its stock sell off on Tuesday (currently down
6.25% to £4.454), after posting a quarterly pre-tax profit of $3.15b. This is ahead of
the $2.45b market expectations but fairly drastically down on the $5.4b seen just
one year ago.
It is worth noting that Credit Suisse has also been fined €238 million by the French
government to settle claims that it broke laws on money laundering by luring
wealthy clients to Switzerland.


